Insights

Sustainability
The vital role of sustainability across additive
manufacturing

A Warm Welcome

This publication, the fifth edition of 3dpbm’s AM Focus eBook, focuses
on an important subject that has become critical across all industries:
Sustainability.
Within the broader additive manufacturing market, the question
of sustainability is an interesting and multifaceted one. On the
one hand, AM technologies can be understood as inherently more
sustainable than many traditional manufacturing processes—due
to their additive rather than subtractive nature, which reduces
material consumption and waste. Tied to that, is the fact that digital
fabrication processes are enabling localized, distributed production,
About

which can benefit the environment by limiting the need for complex
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the reliance on warehousing and spare part inventories. So, while
server space used to compile digital inventories does have a carbon
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AM is also making mold-less manufacturing possible, which not
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only streamlines production but also eliminates several energy- and
material-consuming steps.
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Additionally, AM is well positioned to enable other industries,
like aerospace and energy, to become more ecologically efficient
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through optimized, lightweight parts. In other words, 3D printed

products can be designed to be more efficient than their traditionally
manufactured counterparts. The increasing use of CAE optimization
software and DfAM products are leading engineers and companies to
create parts that are lighter and more durable and that require less
material. Looking at the aerospace segment, each gram of weight
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removed f rom an aircraft leads to significant fuel savings and CO2
emission reductions. In some cases, AM can reduce a part’s weight by
up to 90% without sacrificing performance.
On the other hand, sustainability in AM also raises many questions.
As a manufacturing industry that consumes materials (for both its
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systems and output), there are ecological quandaries. For example,
the extraction of metals can be an extremely polluting process; rare
earth metals have been reported to cause severe environmental
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disruption where they are mined. And petroleum-based plastics used
in AM are derived f rom environmentally taxing oil extraction and
cannot be easily disposed of.

Analysis
3D printing clean(er) energy

It is important to mention that 3D printers also consume energy.
Industrial systems, or farms made up of several smaller systems, can
be especially energy intensive, which becomes problematic when said
energy is derived f rom fossil fuels. All these issues and more bring up
questions that the industry must contend with. Fortunately, these
issues are not occurring in a void, and many leading AM players are
active in improving the environmental footprint of our industry.
This eBook opens up a focused dialogue within the industry by
presenting insights from some of those seeking to understand
the ecological implications of AM, like the newly founded Additive
Manufacturer Green Trade Association (AMGTA), and companies that are
setting an example within the industry. The eBook also presents an in
depth analysis of AM in the energy sector, as well as a series of projects
happening across industry, academia and design that show the versatile
ways that sustainability and additive manufacturing are linked.

Tess Boissonneault
Editor in Chief, 3dpbm

Total AM Revenues ($USB) in Energy Generation by Energy Segment
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2020

3D printing
clean(er) energy
Can AM play a part in tomorrow’s sustainable
energy mix and will it be worth it?

2021

Oil & Gas

2022
Wind

2023

2024

Solar

2025

2026

Hydro & Geo

2027

2028

All Renewables

2029

2030
Nuclear

Establishing additive manufacturing as a truly

burnt more cleanly, if appropriate measures

sustainable production method inevitably

are taken. And nuclear, the scariest of all

entails powering tomorrow’s 3D printers.

fuels, may actually be the cleanest in the

Small polymer systems require minimal

long run, especially if fourth generation fast

power, but farms of thousands of machines,

neutron reactors, now in the final stages

larger PBF systems and especially metal

of development, live up to their promise of

systems do and will require massive amounts

rapidly decaying nuclear waste. The bottom

of energy to function. 3D printing can

line is that there is no single solution and

facilitate distributed manufacturing, which

the best option we have to advance all these

means that products will be less reliable

technologies—while gradually reducing

on transportation, so the main challenge in

consumption and waste—is to obtain a

making AM more sustainable is by powering

sustainable energy mix to power our world

3D printers using clean energy.

and our manufacturing. AM can play a big
part in this scenario, but only if the end

Unfortunately, there are no truly clean energy

reward will justify the necessary investments.

sources today. Even renewables often require
fossil fuels to function or are accompanied

As a leading and trusted international

by practices that can be damaging to the

AM industry media and insights provider,

environment, such as rare earth mineral

we asked ourselves: how much revenue

mining for batteries or dam construction.

could be generated by the use of additive

On the opposite side of the spectrum, even

manufacturing in tomorrow’s energy

the “dirtiest” fossil fuels like oil and gas can

production mix? That’s the question we are

be extracted in more sustainable ways and

going to try to answer here.

AM Focus 2020 Sustainability / Analysis
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3D printing power

time frames. During the initial phase of

technologies in photovoltaic and solar cell

making inroads in the power industry, 3D

production, a range of applications that are

Additive manufacturing has found

printing has achieved a fair level of success

still largely experimental today.

applications in different sectors of the power

with the power industry and technological

industry, both in building prototypes and in

firms creating a mutually beneficial alliance.

mainstream production, leading to process

A few words on methodology and TAMTAM
In order to assess the impact that AM is
going to have on these different power

However, AM is also going to be used in

generation segments, we analyzed the

the production of many other pieces of

overall forecast for equipment production

simplification and operational efficiency.

In analyzing the power generation segment

equipment for solar energy generation,

provided by several specialized sources. We

AM can produce components with complex

and the possible impact that additive

including spare parts. Due to a much greater

compared this data with the underlying

geometries, as well as consume fewer raw

manufacturing will have on it, several

demand for equipment than other energy

assumption that AM can grow to represent

materials, produce less waste and have

generalizations can be made about energy

sources (solar energy requires many, very

between 1% and 2% of any manufacturing

reduced energy consumption and decreased

equipment. One, perhaps the most apparent

large power plants to be built in many places

segment by 2030.

time-to-market.

in the chart below, is that AM in renewable

around the world and frequently updated),

energy generation is going to surpass all

we are now projecting revenues from AM

The variation of this percentage was defined

With the power industry under pressure,

other segments, driven by solar energy.

applications in solar energy generation

by 3dpbm’s understanding of AM adoption

manufacturers are turning towards AM for

Please note that this projection is highly

equipment to surpass AM revenues in oil and

in each segment. The derived value was then

solutions with reduced costs and shorter

dependent on the actual use of 3D printing

gas by the end of this decade. This transition

applied to assess the investments in the

will happen even sooner—between 2024 and

three key areas of AM: hardware (intended as

2026—if we consider all renewable energy

the cost of dedicated machines or a revenue

generation equipment combined.

equivalent for machine time), materials
(intended as the materials used to produce

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Energy Generation

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Energy Generation
9.99
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5.98
4.92

5.5

3.47

1.78
0.70

2020

1.06

2021

2022

2023

Hardware

2024

2025

Materials

the wind or Earth’s heat—are free, more

all parts produced either internally by power

investments can and will need to be made

companies or outsourced to 3D printing

to produce the infrastructure to harness that

service providers and tier 1 and 2 suppliers).

oil and gas will use AM primarily to reduce

The resulting figures are estimated

costs and streamline investment in the

projections which are meant to provide

infrastructure, due to generally decreasing

an order of magnitude for all revenues

demand for fossil fuels. This leads to a more

associated with AM in the power generation

stable growth curve for AM revenues within

industry over the next decade.

this segment.

Overall, we expect AM to generate $9.99
billion in yearly revenues by 2030, starting

3.99

2.59

2.75

AM parts) and parts and services (intended as

energy. On the other hand, it is likely that

8.60
8.25

Because the raw energy sources—the sun,

2026

2027

2028

Parts & Services

2029

2030

Nuclear energy generation is also poised

from about half a billion in 2019. This

to become a large adopter of AM, however

represents a 31% CAGR for AM, with the

nuclear power plants take many years to

materials subsegment growing at the fastest

build. Additionally, not that many new plants

rate (41%). Of the three subsegments, Parts

are going to be built, as a single plant can

and Services are going to be generating the

produce massive quantities of energy for

largest revenues by the end of the forecast

many years, leading to lower overall parts

period. In the first part of the forecast,

demand. Still, the impact of AM in nuclear

however, hardware is more relevant due to

reactor parts is expected to be significant

the necessary initial CapEx used to jump-

within the total addressable market.

start AM adoption in the energy segment.

AM Focus 2020 Sustainability / Analysis
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Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Oil & Gas

The total addressable market (TAM) for

geometric freedom in part design, no or

energy generation equipment is expected to

fewer subassemblies, no physical inventory

be worth $671 billion by 2030. This forecast

(digital warehousing), fast part availability

is based on data and projections from a

(including on location in remote areas) and

number of different sources for each energy

reduced downtimes.

segment. These sources and the TAM for

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Oil & Gas

3.03
2.78
2.48

2.63

each energy generation segment will be

Along with greater capabilities in terms

analyzed more in detail in the following

of size and speed for consolidated AM

sections. Total Additive Manufacturing

technologies, significant steps forward have

penetration in the Total Addressable Market

been made in terms of integrating additive

(TAMTAM) is expected to be 1.4%.

manufacturing DED processes (directed

2.16

1.75

1.34

energy deposition), which can guarantee fast

Fossil fuel lessons

production speeds through high-deposition
rates and high automation in integrated

The most solid data we have available to

hybrid (additive, measurement/inspection,

start this analysis is relative to AM adoption

subtractive) systems. The key companies

in the oil and gas sector. For this section, we

working on introducing AM in the oil and gas

are able to leverage the reports published by

segment are Siemens, GE and Baker Hughes,

SmarTech Analysis in 2016 and 2018. Based

with support from consultancies and

on the data from the latest report, AM in

standard developers such as DNL GL, Lloyds

the oil and gas industry will grow into an

and Berenschot.

forecast is based on several indicators.

1.02
0.74

0.88

0.52
0.35

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Hardware

overall $3.03 billion opportunity by 2030. This

1.90

1.76

2025

Materials

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Parts & Services

While applications of AM in oil and gas cover
the entire workflow, from exploration to

One is the analysis of the total addressable

energy generation, this last area has seen

market for oil and gas equipment (including

some of the most significant developments

downstream, midstream, upstream and

for AM. In 2018, Siemens produced the first

power generation components), which we

3D printed metal replacement parts for an

are now projecting to grow to $159 billion

industrial steam turbine, reducing the lead

in 2030, based on data from Allied Market

time for producing these parts by 40%.

HA-class gas turbines. The nozzles helped

Florence and the TPS (Turbomachinery

the company push the efficiency of the

& Process Solutions) production facility

In 2017, Siemens completed its first full-load

turbines to 64% and is now working towards

in Talamona (Northern Italy), as well as

engine tests for gas turbine blades, produced

achieving an even higher efficiency of 65%.

drills and downhole tools production

Research. TAMTAM is expected to be in the
order of 1.9%.
The World Economic Forum has estimated

entirely using additive manufacturing

that AM could eventually save cost and time

technology. The company is developing new

After separating from GE, Baker Hughes

worth as much as $30 billion of additional

AM solutions not just for turbine blades,

announced it would be further escalating

value to oil and gas companies. There is

but also for turbine vanes, burner nozzles

use of AM to make oil and gas energy

To date, the company has produced more

significant potential value in the application

and radial impellers. GE also considers

generation more sustainable as part of

than 25,000 additive parts and qualified

of AM technologies across the upstream and

3D printing as a disruptor for the energy

a cleaner energy mix. Several solutions

more than 450 individual parts. This is

midstream oil and gas value chain.

industry, having shipped 9,000 3D printed

with additive manufacturing have been in

growing at a very fast pace and in 2019,

Key benefits of introducing AM hardware

gas turbine components as of 2018, including

development for several years at the Baker

Baker Hughes qualified as many AM parts in

include tool-less manufacturing, increased

the 3D printed fuel nozzles for the company’s

Hughes Additive Center of Excellence in

a year as they did in all previous years.

facility in Germany and the Baker Hughes
headquarters in Houston, TX.

AM Focus 2020 Sustainability / Analysis
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Renewing a promise

Total additive manufacturing revenue

3D printing clean(er) batteries

for all renewable energy generation

to manufacture permanent magnets for
small electronic components. The super

As Michael Moore’s recent documentary,

equipment is projected to grow to $5.72

If renewables are to really provide a viable and

magnets, manufactured using a laser-

Planet of the Humans, exposed—though

billion yearly by 2030, once again driven

widely adopted energy source, batteries need

based 3D printing process, can be used

perhaps in a slightly exaggerated way—

primarily by applications and service

to become even more efficient and—since

to power electric motors and sensors,

renewable energy generation is not without

revenues. This results in a 1.26% TAMTAM

we are talking about sustainability—rely on

wind turbines and magnetic switching

flaws. First of all, generating renewable

on an overall market which is expected

cleaner production methods and materials.

systems. Despite their ubiquity, they present

energy requires enormous investments in

to be worth $452.4 billion yearly by 2030.

Most of today’s batteries depend on rare earth

certain manufacturing challenges. That is,

equipment manufacturing: solar mirrors,

Solar energy generation is expected

metals. Unlike the name seems to imply, rare

permanent magnets are typically produced

cells, batteries, wind turbines and dams.

to be the primary segment in terms of

earth metals are not rare at all. Rather they

using sintering or injection molding, which

As such, as any manufacturing intensive

equipment related revenues, followed by

are very rarefied, which means that large

limits them in terms of size and geometry.

segment, it can benefit f rom additive

wind and hydroelectric/geothermal energy

amounts of earth need to be mined and

AM can provide a solution.

manufacturing as a more efficient, waste-

(these have been combined in a single

dissolved using highly polluting processes

cutting and sustainable process.

segment).

in order to obtain them. Research teams all

In the beginning, the researchers focused

over the world are exploiting 3D printing

their efforts on 3D printing neodymium

technologies to create complex internal

(NdFeB), a rare earth metal that is used in

structures for batteries with increased

many strong permanent magnets, such

capacity and flexibility in shape and size.

as those used in computers, smartphones
and more. Now, team member Arneitz—a

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Renewable Energy Generation
Total Additive Manufacturing
Revenues ($USB) in Renewable Energy Generation

5.72

6

4.69
4.5

3.86
3.03
3

A team from Harvard University is developing

PhD student at TU Graz—is exploring the

a miniature version of a Li-ion battery with the

possibility of 3D printing other types of

use of 3D printing. The micro batteries were

magnets, like iron and cobalt magnets

fabricated by accurately printing stakes of

(Fe-Co). Down the line, these magnets

different compound layers (Li4Ti5O12 or LTO

could present a more ecological alternative

and LiFePO4 or LFP), serving as the anode

to NdFeB, which, as a rare earth metal,

and the cathode respectively and enabling

is resource intensive and challenging to

the development of self-powered miniaturized

recycle. The researchers also point out that,

electronics, robots, medical implants and

in terms of performance, rare earth metals

more. IBM and ETH Zurich researchers created

tend to lose their magnetic properties at

the first liquid battery through 3D printing

high temperatures, while Fe-Co alloys can

called the “redox flow” battery. This battery can

maintain their magnetism up to 400° Celsius.

produce energy and cool at the same time.

2.31

The team used 3D printing to produce a micro1.63
1.5

channel system for supplying the battery with

1.58

1.17
0.84
0.26

2020

Shining a light on AM

0.42

electrolytes. This system minimizes the need

Though the technical feasibility of solar cells

for pumping power and eliminates internal

was proven some time ago, the capacity

high temperatures.

factor (CF) is still low with an average of
around 17% in best case scenarios. The low

2021

2022

2023

Hardware

2024

2025

Materials

2026

2027

2028

Parts & Services

2029

2030

The most relevant development in terms

CF of solar panels makes it difficult to attain

of using 3D printing to improve the

economics of scale for large solar plants and

sustainability of batteries, which comes out

therefore requires subsidies for continued

of TU Graz in Austria, could make it easier

operation over a period of time. 3D printing

AM Focus 2020 Sustainability / Analysis
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Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Solar Power Generation

can be a game changer in this respect as it

While mass production of solar mirrors,

is now being used to create solar panels.

photovoltaic or power cells by 3D printing is

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Solar Power Generation

still years away, there are several other uses
Although the technology is at a nascent

of AM in solar power generation equipment

stage, MIT researchers claim that

(as in any complex assembly). These include

applications for additive technology in solar

battery production (described more in detail

panels could reduce manufacturing costs

below), turbine parts, heat exchangers and

by 50% with 20% increase in efficiency

a number of replacement parts, including

compared to traditional solar panels. 3D

complex sensors, enclosures, actuators,

printed solar panels are light, super-thin

panel connectors, junctions and positioners.

solar strips which can be easily transported
anywhere with reduced risk of damage.

3.4

3

2.7

2.1
2

1.7

We are projecting total AM penetration to
reach 1.6% of the total addressable market

In Australia, the Commonwealth Scientific

for solar power equipment. The segment is

and Industrial Research Organization

expected to generate $188 billion yearly by

(CSIRO) used industrial 3D printers to

2025, which we are projecting to reach $339

print rolls of solar cells in the form of A3

billion by 2030. During the first half of the

sheets which can be used on the surfaces

forecast, growth is associated with greater

of windows and buildings and function

progressive adoption of traditional polymer

as efficient solar panels. The scientists

and metal AM for replacement and final

developed a photovoltaic ink to be used

parts in solar plant equipment.

on the flexible plastic strips. In another

1

0.75

0.7
0.5
0.15

0.2

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Hardware

instance, The Australian Solar Thermal

This is expected to peak in 2024 and

Research Initiative (ASTRI) in partnership

decrease in 2025. The second half of the

with CSIRO developed a Concentrated

forecast period is expected to see greater

Solar Plant (CSP) where the entire solar

adoption of AM for actual solar power cell

field is 3D printed.

production, which will generate much larger

1.2

1.0

2025

Materials

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Parts & Services

revenues. Total additive manufacturing in
Another project, which began in 2013 but

the total addressable market (TAMTAM) is

of turbine components that are designed

In the wind industry, current and R&D-

is still in its infancy, combines material

thus expected to reach $3.4 billion yearly, of

for the unique needs of the resources of a

level AM technologies have the potential to

science and advanced geometries.

which the great majority will be represented

particular location. Also, AM provides a tool

impact the prototyping and manufacturing

The startup T3DP is working on a new

by the value and revenues associated with

to make up for the demand and supply for

costs of wind energy tooling and

generation of 3D printed solar cells that

final parts production.

wind turbine spare parts of the discontinued

components. According to a study published

models, for which the manufacturer will have

by ORNL application areas for the use

limited quantity to meet the repairs. Mold

of AM for wind components that can be

and pattern production is another key and

economically feasible, given the ongoing

could more than double the conversion
efficiency of today’s flat solar panels, thus

Is the answer blowing in the wind?

making 3D printed solar a truly viable and
cost-effective solution. From a 3D printing

Development and innovation through

proven area for 3D printing in wind energy

pace of AM technological advancements,

point of view, the solution proposed by

materials and manufacturing technologies

generation equipment. Pattern production

include direct-print blade molds that have

T3DP is based on a patented volumetric 3D

are essential for the wind industry to

is one of the most time-consuming and

been studied in greater depth to understand

printing process which leverages a study

prosper and to continue increasing its

labor-intensive processes in wind blade

the potential and costs; functionalized

conducted by Stanford researchers on

annual energy production. AM could in

construction and 3D printing can contribute

nacelle covers; permanent magnets; and

perovskite materials for solar cells.

the future enable on-site manufacturing

to saving these critical resources.

lightweight, high-efficiency heat exchangers.

AM Focus 2020 Sustainability / Analysis
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In the future, AM technologies could enable

impossible to transport them on highways.

The researchers are working in collaboration

and drilling AM applications for downstream

on-site manufacturing of turbine parts as well

Instead, the 3D printer could be operated

with RCAM Technologies, a startup founded

oil procurement. A key benefit of AM is that

as production of site-optimized components

on-site and “print” the blades, thereby saving

to develop concrete additive manufacturing

it can bring part manufacturing even to

that are tailored to the unique wind and

transportation costs. This would also cut down

for onshore and offshore wind energy

remote areas where geothermal power is a

grid resources of a given location. With

the manufacturing time of the mold by 35%

technology, including wind turbine

viable option.

anticipated maturation of new technologies,

and make it possible to combine different

towers and anchors. By eliminating the

such as Large Format Additive Manufacturing

materials in different areas of the blade.

need for molds, RCAM’s concrete additive

Hydroelectric energy generation devices

(LFAM), high-capacity Wide and High Additive

This means that not only could large format

manufacturing process could reduce the

are in use as turbine elements and heat

Manufacturing (WHAM) and Large-Scale

polymer and metal additive manufacturing

capital cost of an offshore substructure and

exchangers in hydroelectric power plants.

Metal AM machines, it may someday be

technologies be implemented but cement

tower compared to conventional methods by

These elements are similar to those already

possible to affect a paradigm shift to directly

ones could as well. Purdue University

up to 80%, using low-cost regionally sourced

in production at Siemens and Baker Hughes

print a variety of wind turbine components.

engineers are conducting research on a way

concrete without expensive formwork, and

for gas turbine components. One possible

to make wind turbine parts out of 3D printed

increase production speed up to 20 times.

sustainable evolution of hydroelectric

A key potential benefit is that large wind

concrete, a less expensive material that would

power using AM is ultra-micro hydro power

blades would not have to be carried over

also allow parts to float to a site from an

Based on data provided by Markets

generation. Here, additive manufacturing

long distances—in particular when it is

onshore plant.

and Markets, we are projecting the total

can play a part both in prototyping and in

addressable market (TAM) for AM in wind

final production.

energy equipment production to be worth

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Wind Energy Generation

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Wind Energy Generation

0.89

0.60
0.48

0.5

There is a considerable amount of available,

based on the potential described above, we

though generally unused, energy in

are projecting total AM revenues to generate

rivers, streams and man-made channels,

$890 million yearly by 2030, which reflects

particularly at very low heads of less

a 2.02% penetration (higher than for other

than 10’. Unfortunately, this resource is

renewable energy segments but within an

disseminated across thousands of locations,

overall smaller market).

each with different head, flow and site
conditions. An affordable technical solution

0.73

0.75

$44 billion by 2030. Within this segment,

It should be noted that this figure, as in all

to allow the widespread exploitation of this

other segments described here, also includes

clean, renewable energy asset is a flexible

revenues associated with AM hardware,

integrated turbine/generator system based

which in wind energy is represented by high-

on a 3D printed turbine and a ducted

cost systems for production of very large

conduit, which is also 3D printed, or with 3D

molds and final parts.

printed inserts mounted on a generic frame.

0.34

Minneapolis startup Verterra proposed an

Getting to the bottom of it

0.23

0.25

its water turbine system, called Volturnus,

0.13
0.01

0.02
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0.07

0.04
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Hardware
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Materials

interesting concept for this back in 2016:

2026

2027

2028

Parts & Services

2029

2030

Possible uses of 3D printing in both

operates based on a horizontal design that

geothermal and hydroelectric energy

generates energy while also deflecting

generation are similar to current uses in the

river debris such as rocks, plants and logs.

oil and gas industry, as the segments are

The turbines, deployed in sets of five called

all connected to generating energy from

V-Pods, sit below the water’s surface in

Earth-bound resources. Geothermal AM

flowing bodies of water, subtlety and silently

applications could be similar to downhole

capturing enough energy from the water

AM Focus 2020 Sustainability / Analysis
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Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Hydroelectric & Geothermal Energy Generation

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Hydroelectric & Geothermal
Energy Generation
1.44
1.35

1.24
1.11
0.88

0.9

continue their operations. Recently, radiation

More recently, Westinghouse Electric

shielding materials such as boron carbide

Company installed a 3D printed component

have become available as powders for

into a commercial nuclear reactor at Exelon’s

binder jetting on ExOne systems. And earlier

Byron Unit 1 nuclear plant during its spring

this year, Swedish 3D printing companies

refueling outage. Westinghouse operates

Additive Composite and Add North 3D

powder bed fusion metal AM, as well as Hot

released a new boron carbide composite

wire laser welding (HWLW), as part of its

filament suitable for radiation shielding

advanced manufacturing offering. R&D is

applications in the nuclear industry.

also ongoing to identify more applications of
3D printing in the nuclear industry.

0.80

Advanced research on the use of 3D printed
0.60
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replacements and spare parts for nuclear

One of these, supported by DOE’s Office

reactors began officially in 2016, when

of Nuclear Energy, is the Transformational

the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has

Challenge Reactor (TCR) Demonstration

announced that GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy

Program, an unprecedented approach to

(GEH) had been selected to lead a $2 million

develop a 3D printed reactor core by 2023.

additive manufacturing research project. The

As part of deploying a 3D printed nuclear

project is part of a more than $80 million

reactor, the program will create a digital

investment in advanced nuclear technology.

platform that will help in handing off the
technology to industry for the rapid adoption

GEH led the project by producing sample

of additively manufactured nuclear energy

replacement parts for nuclear power plants.

technology. Through the TCR program,

The samples were 3D printed in metal at the

ORNL is seeking a solution to a troubling

GE Power Advanced Manufacturing Works

trend: although nuclear power plants provide

facility in Greenville, SC and then shipped to

nearly 20% of U.S. electricity, more than half

the Idaho National Laboratory (INL). Once

of U.S. reactors will be retired within 20 years,

irradiated in INL’s Advanced Test Reactor, the

based on current license expiration dates.

samples were tested and compared to an
to generate as many as 40 households. The

Nu-clear energy

process of designing the now-patented

analysis of unirradiated material conducted

Things are now moving really fast in the

by GEH. The results are now being used by

nuclear industry—a big change from the

turbine design relied heavily on 3D printing

Possibly (and literally) the hottest segment

GEH to support deployment of 3D printed

past—especially on the front of SMR (small

technologies. Future production models may

for AM adoption is the civil nuclear industry.

parts for fuels, services and new plant

modular reactors) which are scaled down

also integrate parts 3D printed on location.

Ever since Siemens successfully installed a

applications.

versions of nuclear reactors including both

3D printed part—a metallic 108 millimeter

current and IV generation (fast neutron)

Considering the current adoption rate and

(mm) diameter impeller for a fire protection

In February 2018, Russia’s state-owned

technology. As recently as May 15th, the U.S.

future potential, AM in the geothermal

pump—in the Krško nuclear power plant in

nuclear power utility, Rosatom, established

Department of Energy awarded grants to GE

and hydroelectric segments could grow

Slovenia, new AM applications for nuclear

a company for the development of additive

Research and the Massachusetts Institute

to reach yearly revenues of $1.44 billion by

power plants have been in development.

manufacturing technologies. It has already

of Technology (MIT) for research projects to

2030, representing roughly 1.6% of the total

With the proper materials, including

developed a pre-production prototype of a

develop digital twin technology for advanced

addressable market, which we are projecting

ceramics and refractory metals, AM can be

Gen II 3D printer to be used for both metal

nuclear reactors using artificial intelligence

to reach $68 billion (based on data provided

used for obsolete parts which are no longer

and composite AM parts in nuclear energy

and advanced modelling controls. The

by Transparency Market Research).

available, allowing old power plants to

generation activities.

research projects will use a digital twin of the
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Consultancy
company’s BWRX-300 small modular reactor

addressable market for nuclear energy

as a reference design.

generation equipment (including power
plants and ongoing research projects)

Digital twin technology, which perfectly

that we are projecting to reach $59 billion

recreates virtual simulations of complex

by 2030, based on data supplied by Allied

engineering structures, is a key element in

Market Research. This means that TAMTAM

a digitalization strategy for manufacturing

would be in the order of 2.08%. CAGR growth

that includes 3D printing for digital

for additive manufacturing in nuclear energy

warehousing and spare parts on demand.

equipment applications is expected to be

The market for 3D printed parts in nuclear

27%. Other segments are expected to grow

energy equipment could grow to represent

faster but nuclear energy will of course

as much as $1.23 billion out of a total

require additional safety guidelines.

◆

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Nuclear Energy Generation

Total Additive Manufacturing Revenues ($USB) in Nuclear Energy Generation
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Get in touch

Introducing the Additive
Manufacturer Green Trade
Association
Exclusive interview with Sherry Handel, Executive
Director of the AMGTA

The AMGTA was launched in November 2019 and has embarked on two
research-based initiatives to understand how sustainable AM is. 1

Last November at Formnext 2019, aerospace

fully understand them, and that’s where AMGTA

and defense AM company Sintavia

is arguably doing its most interesting work.

announced the launch of a new trade group
aimed at promoting the environmental

In the following interview, we speak to

benefits of additive manufacturing

Executive Director Sherry Handel about the

technologies. The group, called the Additive

AMGTA’s mission and membership and how it

Manufacturer Green Trade Association

is focusing on research to not only understand

(AMGTA), is now in its early stages of

the environmental advantages inherent in AM

operation and is being led by Sherry Handel,

but also to help the industry evolve into a more

an expert in non-profit management and

ecological and sustainable sector.

entrepreneurship.
3dpbm: Can you tell me about how the AMGTA
At its core, the AMGTA strives to educate the

was formed?

public and industry about the environmental
benefits of additive manufacturing and

Sherry Handel: The AMGTA is the brainchild

to promote best practices of AM as an

of Brian Neff, the CEO of Sintavia. Brian gave

alternative to traditional manufacturing.

a TEDx Talk last year where he shared a case

Of course, in order to truly promote the

study example of a redesigned, optimized

sustainable benefits of AM, it is necessary to

turbine bracket. In the talk, he extrapolated
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the weight savings compared to a

3dpbm: How important is sustainability in

traditionally manufactured bracket, across

attracting new customers?

an averaged sized jet fleet and analyzed the

“A key part of what the AMGTA is doing
is allowing us to better understand the
environmental impacts of AM: the good,
the bad and the ugly”

impact that the lightweighted bracket would

SH: What we’re hearing a lot from

have on the environment. Both the fuel

AMGTA members and those considering

savings and the reduction of CO2 emissions

membership is that their customers have a

were significant. In the process of preparing

vested interest in aligning with companies

for the TEDx Talk, he came to the conclusion

that have a sustainability framework

that the environmental benefits of AM were

and that are taking action to be more

not well understood and certainly not well

environmentally conscious and reduce

promoted to end markets. The AMGTA is

their ecological footprints. Customers are

meant as a resource for the AM industry to

encouraging, and in some cases mandating

We have a lot of interest already, and I expect

sustainably they can join. In every case, I

help solve this problem.

that companies in their supply chain are

that we will secure our founding member

am reviewing applications and conducting

doing as much as they can to reduce the

companies by this summer.

interviews and meetings.

Our mission is to educate the public and

environmental impact in the production of

industry about the environmental benefits

parts. That is what inspired people to seek us

We decided to offer the advisory

Finally, members need to be willing to

of AM, promote the adoption of AM as an

out, and our goal is to help them get there.

membership level to those companies who

actively participate in the advancement

may have been interested in a founding

of non-commercial benefits of AM. This

alternative to traditional manufacturing
methods, develop best practices for additive

Joining the AMGTA provides members with

membership. It’s very high profile, but one

means they have to be willing to participate

manufacturing, increase the adoption rate of

the opportunity to support the organization’s

of the key differences is that there is no

in forums and events, speak to the media,

AM, as well as help our member companies

mission of promoting the environmental

perpetuity: membership is on an annual

etc. We want our members to provide some

grow and attract new customers.

benefits of AM within key industries and

basis. Advisory members will be featured

transparency so that the industry can learn

to the general public. The AMGTA provides

in every news release, are granted voting

from them.

a forum for members to share ideas and

rights, they’ll be invited to our annual

develop ways to improve the environmental

meeting and will have opportunities to

3dpbm: So companies do not need a

benefits of the AM industry.

interface with our board of directors and get

certification from the get-go to join?

Sherry Handel,
Executive Director of the AMGTA. 2

involved in special projects.
3dpbm: How is the AMGTA organized in
terms of membership?

SH: Originally, the plan was that members
The participating member level is open to all

should have Green Business Bureau

companies in the industry. To be considered

(GBB) certification or a similar third-party

SH: There are three classes of membership:

as a member, companies must have

certification, but we ultimately felt that was

founding members, advisory members

generated the majority of their business

too stringent, especially at the forefront. We

and participating members. Our founding

revenue through AM over the most recent

want to be guiding our members through the

members are the sustaining members that

fiscal year; they need to be committed to

certification process and making suggestions.

will carry the organization forward and serve

the AM industry. The other requirement for

Even now during this COVID-19 pandemic,

on the AMGTA board of directors. Per our

all membership levels is that the companies

there are certification companies that are still

bylaws, founding members are limited to

need to have adopted proactive internal

operating. Some of their employees are able

seven, and each will designate a representative

policies relating to waste reduction and

and willing to travel and others are offering

of their company to serve on the AMGTA

operational sustainability. Companies are not

this certification work remotely.

board. We have three founding members

required to have a third-party certification

We understand that our prospective

at this time: Sintavia, QC Laboratories and

when they apply, as long as they’re working

member companies are going through a

another which we have not yet announced.

towards internal policies to operate more

significant adjustment with COVID-19, so
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Sweden-based AMEXCI is one of the AMGTA’s partners in conducting life-cycle assessments. 3

It’s important to focus on the full life-cycle

that are available for improving sustainability

assessment, because otherwise it would

within their company.

be like operating in a silo. By only looking
at machine energy, emissions or waste in

3dpbm: Can you elaborate on the

the manufacturing process we won’t have

two research projects the AMGTA is

the full environmental impact. Right now,

undertaking?

those seem to be the three primary areas
for AM that research has focused on from an

SH: The first is a case study white paper that

environmental standpoint, but that’s just part

we will publish and share with our members.

of the picture.

In this study, academic researchers will
produce two identical large metal parts –

3dpbm: Will the AMGTA be working to

one using conventional CNC milling and the

improve sustainable practices within the

other via additive manufacturing.

industry as well?
From there, we will conduct a full LCA
SH: There are two ways we’re doing that.

on those two production methods, from

The first is through research projects that

cradle to grave. Researchers will assess

we’re commissioning through academic

environmental impacts at every stage of

institutions. We have two research projects

the life cycle, including extraction and

that we’ll be kicking off soon and we plan to

processing of raw materials, manufacturing,

share the results of that research with the

distribution, part use, recycling and final

industry to help guide them by providing

disposal. Interestingly, in the manufacturing

trying to add something else to the to-do

course, in the process, we’re going to learn

some vital data. The second way is that we

LCA stage, this requires taking apart the

list is a tall order. It’s important to respect

more about where we as an industry need

plan to assist our members and guide them

AM machine, weighing every part within

that companies are evolving, and getting

to do more work.

through third party certifications. For instance,
we will encourage our members to get ISO

environmental certifications on their radar is
the first step. They can think about moving

Initially, we’re focusing on full life-cycle

14001 certified, which is the environmental

forward with certification when the time is

assessment (LCA). This means looking

management system certification.

right for them.

at what it takes to produce a particular
part via both traditional and additive

Some industry contacts that I’ve spoken to

3dpbm: What type of work specifically will

manufacturing processes: from the ore

were not aware of the ISO 14001 certification.

the AMGTA be doing?

that’s mined out of the ground, processed

Our responsibility is to let them know that

and refined to an AM powder through the

these third-party certification opportunities

SH: In order to accomplish our goals, the

gas-atomization process, transported, and

exist. Another option, which may be more

AMGTA will engage in marketing and

then the energy used in the machine to

feasible to start with for some companies, is

advertising campaigns, sponsor and conduct

produce a part, the emissions produced

the Green Business Bureau certification. It’s

research and publish the results, and

and all the steps, and there are many that

not as robust as the ISO 14001 certification

organize membership drives. The AMGTA

I haven’t mentioned, up and through the

and audit process but it puts companies on

is focused on commissioning academic

part’s eventual end of life when it is no

the pathway towards more environmentally

research. We need to quantify and provide

longer useful. We want to understand what

sustainable practices. We see the AMGTA as

data and metrics on how AM is better for the

the environmental impacts are all along the

a guiding organization to help provide this

environment than traditional methods. Of

way, from cradle to grave.

information and let people know the options

AMEXCI’s lab in Sweden where life-cycle assessments to
understand the energy consumption of AM are conducted.4
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Newsletter
the system and determining the life cycle

broad industry base in both our advisory

impacts of the machinery components.

member and participating member

Then, the researchers will go through the

levels of membership. These membership

same process with the CNC machine.

classes each have voting rights. The
board of directors intends to allow these

The second research project is a

members to vote on future research

“Literature-based paper on environmental

initiatives, giving them a voice in how we

sustainability of metal AM.” For this

shape the research that’s needed as the

research paper we’ve partnered with

industry continues to grow.

a leading researcher in the field of
sustainable engineering who has a strong

3dpbm: Any final remarks?

background in AM research. His team will
examine and review existing academic

SH: A key part of what the AMGTA is doing—

literature that’s already published.

and the life-cycle assessment—is allowing

We’re planning to have this study ready

us to better understand the environmental

and published in time to share with

impacts of AM: the good, the bad and the

stakeholders at Formnext 2020.

ugly. I don’t think it’s a bad thing when we
find that a particular area is a real problem.

3dpbm: How is AMGTA choosing its
research projects now and in the future?

The more that we know, the better we can
pay attention to those problematic areas

SH: At this time, the AMGTA board of

with negative environmental impacts and

directors deliberates and decides on the

make improvements over time. It’s like with

third-party research that we sponsor.

anything: if you don’t know what you’re up

As we bring on new founding member

against, then how are you going to make

companies over the next several months,

any changes for the good? The research

the diversity of industry representation

findings are not expected to always be

on the board will expand, resulting in a

positive. However, I’m confident that

wider spectrum of research interest across

every AMGTA commissioned study will

the industry. Given that these founding

ultimately lead to actions that will have a

member companies each have one board

positive impact on our environment and

seat, we anticipate that there will be more

our industry.

diversity in the types of research that will
be commissioned going forward.

At Formnext in November, I will be
moderating a panel on Sustainability

While our first projects, the case study

in AM. We will be discussing ways in

and the literature review, are both focused

which companies are improving their

on metal AM, that doesn’t mean that all

environmental impact and the areas that

subsequent studies will be. We’ll also be

we need to focus on going forward.

looking at plastics, polymers and other
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areas that our membership is interested
in. The long-term plan is to establish a

Take a look

Spotlight

The importance of
life-cycle assessment
AMEXCI commissions analyses and conducts measurements for LCA at its labs
to better understand AM’s energy consumption. 5

Exclusive insights f rom Edvin Resebo,
CEO of AMEXCI, AMGTA partner
Swedish additive manufacturing specialist

manufacturing’s sustainability strengths

AMEXCI AB is one of the AMGTA’s partners,

and weaknesses. The company also works

and is working with the organization to assist

with clients to improve the efficiency

in the life-cycle assessment (LCA) of metal

and sustainability of parts through the

AM. In its day-to-day, the company works

reduction of material waste, the production

with manufacturers across many industries

of lightweight designs which lead to less

to help solve complex design and production

fuel consumption, and the creation of more

challenges with a focus on additive

efficient parts like heat exchangers.

manufacturing and sustainable practices.
Edvin Resebo, the CEO of AMEXCI has shared

“Looking at the life-cycle assessment is a

with us the importance of the LCA process in

nifty way of quantifying the environmental

pushing sustainable missions ahead.

impact production of your component has,
looking at your process from when ore is

Within the framework of the AMGTA,

mined and processed (for example Nickel

AMEXCI is working with members to support

ore in Siberia) all the way to when your

life cycle analyses on real cases with the aim

component is delivered to your customer,

of gathering vital data to quantify additive

scrapped or recycled,” Resebo explains.
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RECENT EDITIONS

“Is is not only about understanding how
big the environmental impact is for a
specific component, but also how that
compares to other more well established
production technologies”

APRIL

Advanced Materials

This eBook comprises an in-depth analysis
of the advanced materials landscape, as
well as a glimpse into the work of some
of the leading companies in ceramics and
advanced composites.

Regarding additive manufacturing, it’s

advantage. “Considering that we are living in

not only about understanding how big

a world outgrowing itself and what is today

the environmental impact is for a specific

considered rare earth metals will be even

component but also how that compares

more rare in the years to come, we need to

to other more well established production

minimize waste in all stages of our future

technologies e.g. casting,” he continues.

production chains to ensure that we can get

“We’re curious to see more cases showing

maximum output on what’s available. LCA is

that delta between components made by

a good way of not only quantifying impact

means of AM versus conventional methods

but also identifying where potential lies in

and promote where AM can give a clear

working smarter and staying ahead of the

Read now

curve. In short, that’s where the potential lies
and what I hope that AMGTA will champion
to a large extent.”
Additive manufacturing can help to improve the
efficiency of parts through lightweight geometries. 6

A life-cycle assessment is evidently made up

MARCH

Consumer AM

of several pieces, and AMEXCI’s specific role
is to commission the analyses and conduct

Exploring the rapidly growing market for consumer AM

measurements in its laboratories relating to

products, with an exclusive interview, case studies and a

energy consumption of AM processes.

comprehensive overview of leaders in the sector.

Read now

“We work with our customers to develop
their products, taking advantage of the
competitive edge AM can bring them and
make them more competitive,” Resebo adds.
“Sustainability aspects are becoming an

FEBRUARY

Medical AM

increasingly important factor for big OEMs
today where LCA plays an important role
going forward.”

◆

A comprehensive analysis of medical AM applications, as
well as exclusive interviews and an overview of leaders in the
medical and bioprinting spheres.

Read now

Interview

EOS eyes a green future
EOS Head of Sustainability Björn Hannappel on the
company’s environmental strategy

EOS has implemented sustainable practices across its business.
In Germany, the company became EMAS-certified in 2018. 7

Many additive manufacturing companies

economic growth. We want it to provide

across the industry understand the

positive environmental and social benefits.”

importance of establishing a business model
that is not only sustainable for the sake of

Now, the company is showcasing this

the company, but also for the sake of the

commitment in several ways, acting as a

planet. German powder-based AM specialist

beacon of sorts to other players in the AM

EOS is one of these companies. The business,

space that are hoping to transition to a more

founded in 1989 by Dr. Hans Langer and now

sustainable future. We recently spoke to

run by his daughter Marie Langer, has made

EOS’ Head of Sustainability Björn Hannappel

sustainability a key part of its operations and

about EOS’s vision for a more sustainable

a guiding principle for its future plans.

additive industry.

In fact, Marie Langer’s appointment as

3dpbm: What is your role at EOS as Head of

CEO of EOS in October 2019 signalled a

Sustainability?

definitive shift towards an increased focus
on sustainability. As she said at the time, “We

Björn Hannappel: I have been the Head

want our technology to do more than [drive]

of Sustainability for EOS Group since the
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beginning of this year. This position was

3dpbm: What are the ways that EOS is

created to reflect the Langer founding

taking sustainability into account?

family’s strong interest in sustainability and
responsible manufacturing. My main task

BH: Currently, the world is transitioning to be

is to develop a Group-wide sustainability

more planet-centric: sustainable solutions

strategy, taking into account the many

are not “nice to have” anymore, they have

bottom-up initiatives that were started by

become a “must.”

“The AM industry is only at the beginning of
the journey when it comes to sustainability.
The beauty of a young and agile technology is
that there’s still room for improvement”

our engaged employees. At the same time, I
will be supporting the implementation of the

At EOS, our company values guide us:

sustainability strategy. I see a lot of potential

fairness, responsibility, togetherness

in additive manufacturing to not only drive

and excellence. We are conscious of our

business surroundings. That is why

creation of strong yet lightweight structures

innovation and digitization, but also to make

responsibility as a company and aware

sustainability cuts across every aspect

that enable substantial weight, CO2 and cost

supply chains more resilient and sustainable.

that we have an impact on society, our

of EOS. Our customers are increasingly

reductions.

It is a very exciting task in an agile industry.

employees, the environment and our

expressing an interest in sustainable
solutions. At the same time, we strive

3dpbm: What are some challenges facing

to make our products and processes

the AM industry for sustainability today?

sustainable, efficient and environmentally

Björn Hannappel, EOS Head of Sustainability. 8

friendly. We care about treating our

BH: Although EOS has been in the business

employees with high standards and

for 30 years, our industry is still relatively

are living up to our social responsibility,

young, heterogeneous and fast changing.

supporting social projects globally.

The focus was and still is on innovation,
technology and achieving maturity for

We sum all of this up under our four

series production. That is why, from my

focus areas, which are sustainable

perspective, the whole AM industry is only at

business, responsibility towards resources,

the beginning of the journey when it comes

responsibility towards employees and

to sustainability.

corporate social responsibility.
We are a technology and thought leader

The beauty of a young and agile technology

within the AM industry with a 30-year

is that there is still room for improvement.

track record. We also want to lead the way

Over the next few years, we will be looking

concerning responsible manufacturing. In

deeper into various fields of action, driving

addition, our technology already contributes

our sustainability agenda constantly. EOS is

substantially to this.

dedicated to playing a leading role in this.
There are a number of topics we are

For example, additively manufactured parts

currently looking into to further follow our

contribute to substantial material savings

path of responsible manufacturing. This

in production with respect to powder. AM

includes improving the resource efficiency

adapts the concepts of nature, meaning

of our systems, materials and processes

growing a part by adding material instead of

even more. It includes continuing to

removing material. This makes AM a low- to

reconfigure value chains to offer sustainable

no-waste production process. Additionally,

end-to-end solutions to our customers.

EOS technology is already enabling the

Additionally, we plan to look into the topic
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3dpbm: What environmental certifications

today, we are offering a bio-based (but not

does EOS hold?

yet biodegradable) PA 11 material. For on-site
powder handling, we have defined frequent

BH: In Germany, we became EMAS-certified

risk assessments and safety instructions.

in 2018. The EU Eco-Management and Audit

The used powder is separated into reusable,

Scheme (EMAS) is a premium management

recyclable and disposable material. EOS has

instrument developed by the European

been offering recycling schemes for polymer

Commission for companies and other

powder materials for many years now.

organizations to evaluate, report and improve

Together with a partner who also recycles

their environmental performance. Recently,

our used powder, we have developed a free

we replaced the EMAS-certification with

of charge disposal scheme for our customers

an Environmental Management Audit and

in Germany. We are currently thinking about

Energy Audit. In the U.S., EOS is collaborating

expanding this offer beyond Germany. All

with the Green Business Bureau.

revenues from this powder-recycling offer
go into our CSR budget and are being used

EOS has implemented recycling processes for its metal and polymer additive manufacturing powders. 9

3dpbm: Looking at metal AM, does EOS focus

100% to support social or environmental

on the sustainability of the process itself?

projects globally.

BH: Yes. In general, we monitor the energy

A commitment to green

consumption of the systems, both metal
and polymer, and aim to increase their

Overall, EOS’ sustainability strategy

energy efficiency continuously. Furthermore,

is multi-pronged, an approach that

the design of the machine itself is being

many companies are likely pursuing

of Circular Economy, especially when

Sustainability aspects are important in

optimized in terms of life span, failure rate and

themselves or should be preparing for.

it comes to polymer powders as well

the development and improvement of our

spare parts. High-class components ensure

As the company makes clear, achieving a

as the development of bio-based and

production solutions. We continuously

highest quality. This has a positive effect on

sustainable business model is not quite

biodegradable materials. All this can only be

optimize our products regarding energy

sustainability on the one hand and customer

as simple as providing a lightweighting

done in close cooperation with partners and

consumption, material use and the

satisfaction on the other. The most important

manufacturing process, it must also take into

customers. We believe in a strong network

maintenance and recycling capabilities of

aspect of course is the powder. Metal powder

consideration the company’s facilities and

and we will foster cooperation even more.

individual components.

in AM can be re-used at a very high degree

their day-to-day operation, the efficiency

whereas a lot of waste is being created with

of the manufacturing systems and the

conventional manufacturing methods.

sustainability of the parts that make them,

3dpbm: And does EOS have a strategy in

Additionally, at our German locations, we

place to improve sustainable practices

have set ourselves a couple of environmental

within the company?

goals concerning on-site energy

the materials that go into the machines and
3dpbm: And EOS’ polymer solutions?

how they are handled, and much more.

consumption, waste generation, paper use
BH: My main task is to develop a

and water consumption, amongst others.

BH: About 90% of the used polymer powder

On the bright side, and as Hannappel points

comprehensive sustainability strategy for

We are also using renewable energy for our

can be re-used up to 8-10 times after cleaning

out, the additive manufacturing industry

the EOS Group and support its execution.

headquarters near Munich and our new

and mixing with new material. We are working

prides itself on its agility, which means that

As you can imagine, this is a joint task

buildings there have the highest efficiency

with partners and suppliers to constantly

creating a more sustainable path forward is

for EOS, and I will be working together

standards available. The sustainability

improve this and to develop biodegradable

possible and should be taken in stride, just as

with the management and respective

strategy will help us to focus even more on

polymer materials. Thermal recycling might

all other challenges thrown at the industry

teams. Already today, we are doing a lot.

those targets but also additional aspects.

be a bridge towards actual recycling. Already

have been.

◆
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Case Study

Is additive the answer
to a more sustainable
aviation industry?
Sintavia believes AM will play a key role in increasing
the efficiency of commercial aircraft

Sintavia, an AM company serving the aerospace and defense markets, has placed an emphasis on
the sustainable benefits of AM design. 10

As an additive manufacturing company

minimize their air travel. In 2018, the term

serving the aerospace and defense markets

“flight shame” was coined in Sweden to put a

specifically, Sintavia is strategically positioned

name to the environmental phenomenon.

to help optimize aircraft components to
improve efficiency and, consequently,

Sintavia says that the moment it heard of the

sustainability. The company’s founder and

no-fly movement, it knew it needed to react

CEO, Brian Neff, has leveraged his expertise

along with the commercial aviation industry

in the industry to try and make a positive

to make flying more sustainable. Additive

difference using additive manufacturing.

manufacturing, in its capacity to produce
complex, optimized geometries, offers a

The environmental impact of the commercial

potential solution. To demonstrate the

aviation industry is well known: every flight

potential of improving aircraft fuel-efficiency

taken relies on energy-intensive aircraft that

using additive manufacturing, Sintavia set

burn fossil fuels, contributing significantly

out to redesign a small bracket used in

to the world’s emissions. Recognizing this

the Boeing 767. In the aircraft, 12 brackets

problem, people around the world have

are located at the back of each of the 767’s

become acutely aware of their personal

two engines. The brackets are unassuming

carbon footprints and many have tried to

parts and haven’t been updated or years,
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Sintavia believes AM is a cleaner process compared to more traditional
production techniques and can help produce more efficient parts. 11

implement new technologies and parts, so

us,” the company tells us. “And when we’re

that when the aviation sector does recover,

working with other companies and business

it is all the better for it.

partners, we too are looking for the same. We
are also always looking for ways to improve

The company says: “Sintavia is optimistic

the AM process. Right now, we’re in the

about the speed at which these new

process of becoming ISO 14001 certified and

additively manufactured parts will be

we have identified more than one area that

integrated into commercial aerospace.

can be improved. Sintavia has also developed

The industry is accelerating and while

proprietary powder reuse and handling

there isn’t a defined timeline, Sintavia

parameters for the primary alloys in which

feels well positioned as a company to

we print—nickel, titanium and aluminum—

play a major role in the adoption of AM

which allows for maximum utilization of any

technology. We believe that the traditional

remaining powder after a print job.”

aerospace supply chain disruption caused
by COVID-19 will in the medium and longer

The company is also part of the Green

term present a real opportunity for AM

Business Bureau and is the founder of

to develop an alternative—and greener—

the Additive Manufacturer Green Trade

supply chain.”

Association (AMGTA).

◆

Brian Neff also believes that if AM is fully
exploited by the aviation industry, there
is the potential to completely redesign
aircraft systems, including engines,
which made them the ideal candidate for

a year, which can reduce carbon dioxide

to become more sustainable. He even

Sintavia’s experiment. With a scan of the

emissions by 250 tonnes. Based on this, the

suggests the possibility of hybrid aircraft

original bracket, the Sintavia team ran the

optimized 3D printed bracket could save 720

engines that use jet fuel to take off, and

design through a sophisticated optimization

gallons of fuel a year per fleet.

then electric energy to cruise and descend.

component with the same mechanical

The experiment showcases how AM has the

Brian Neff discussed this experimental case

properties as the original part but a

potential to transform the aviation sector,

study in a TEDx Talk in December 2019.

significant material (and weight) reduction.

making it more efficient and reducing its

In testing the 3D printed component, the

footprint. Today, as the commercial aviation

part was not only 20% lighter than the

industry faces a unique challenge, AM’s

original, it was also about 50% more durable.

potential could be even more vital, enabling

In addition to Sintavia’s goal to help the

the sector to overcome supply chain

aviation industry move towards more

The weight reduction of the small part (about

challenges and, at the same time, become

sustainable design and operation, the

30 g) might not seem like much, but it makes

more environmentally focused. The fact that

company also strives for sustainability

a difference in terms of fuel consumption.

planes are flying less now due to the COVID-

internally.

According to Brian Neff (citing a consulting

19 pandemic and various travel restrictions

firm affiliated with Airbus), every 1 kg of

has undeniably put a strain on the aviation

“Demonstrating the commitment to

weight saved from a fleet of 600 aircraft can

industry, but it can also present the

sustainability is most definitely an area

reduce fuel consumption by 24,000 gallons

opportune time to strive for innovation and

that customers look for when they audit

The redesigned bracket saw a weight reduction of 20%
compared to the original part, which could result in
significant fuel savings. 12

software, resulting in a generatively designed

Sintavia’s eco mission
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Trends

Skills needed for
an environmentally
sustainable AM industry
By Signe Damgaard

How does the additive manufacturing industry begin to address sustainability? With its employees. 13

As AM technology has developed rapidly

environmentally sustainable methods often

over the last decades, it has shown great

follows a top-down approach.

potential for environmental sustainability.
The benefits offered through reduced

Firstly, the senior management sets out a

material waste, supply chain innovations

strategy to be implemented throughout

and the use of recycled plastics and

the organization. Secondly, the organization

metals in materials can all position AM

must train and motivate existing employees

as a sustainable production solution for

to implement the strategy throughout the

companies. In these times, where large

different layers of the business. Thirdly, the

companies are increasingly under societal

organization must attract and hire talented

and governmental pressure to reduce their

professionals with specific knowledge and

carbon footprint, sustainability in AM is a

experience on sustainability.

great opportunity.
This perspective raises three questions and

In collaboration with

It could even support the acceleration of

demands for an organization: What type of

the AM industry as a whole. But what does

leadership do we need? What type of skills

the industry need to become increasingly

do we need in the organization?

sustainable? From an HR perspective, the

And what type of talent should we hire in

implementation and transition to more

addition to training the existing team?
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UPCOMING EDITIONS
A dire need for leadership

AM as well as new and more sustainable
methods requires creativity. Those in

Building sustainability into manufacturing

leadership positions need to foster creativity

systems and product life cycles starts with

with their employees and create a culture

senior management across the AM value

of collaboration and trust across all levels

chain ‘creating or stepping into’ the circular

of the operation. Complex problem solving:

economy. A circular economy is a restorative

AM technology and its usability in different

The aerospace industry has been one of

and regenerative system in which resource

sectors, businesses and manufacturing

the keenest adopters of AM for production

input and output are minimized by design.

processes is complex and there are often

applications. This eBook will explore how

many variables to consider in order to

aerospace has enabled AM to soar and, in

While the topic of sustainability is on

define certain solutions. The complexity

turn, how additive can now support the

senior management’s agenda in many

of the industry and the value chain only

recovery of aerospace and commercial

organizations already, there is still very little

increases with the transition to sustainable

aviation during challenging times.

being done to actually drive these initiatives.

methods. Stakeholder management: A

Part of this problem lies with the question

new sustainability approach will impact

of “who is responsible?” Most organizations

organization stakeholders. Employees at

Analysis

do not have a Head of Sustainability, or

most levels will have some degree of contact

Interviews

an internal champion to take ownership.

with stakeholders and must thus learn how

Case Studies

This is a very important step in the long-

to manage those relationships.

Mapping

JUNE

Aerospace AM

term transition to an environmentally
sustainable sector. Besides defining clear

The need for specialized talent

roles and responsibilities, leaders need both
communication and change management

Depending on the specific way in which

skills to successfully shift the organization to

a company will move to become more

environmental sustainability.

environmentally sustainable, different types
of specialists will be sought. To implement

Soft skills needed

new environmentally sustainable methods

JULY

AM Automation

AUG UST

AM Service Bureaus

in the additive manufacturing processes,
The hard skills required by the employees

organizations need R&D, design and

Automation is gaining in importance as

AM service providers are the most relevant

depend on the type of organization: a

application professionals. Developing a

we shift towards Industry 4.0. This eBook

segment for short term rapid growth. We

material developer will likely need to

new type of sustainable material could

will dive into how AM and automation are

explore the ideal way to benefit from AM

upskill employees in biomaterials, and

require bioengineers, biochemists and

intertwined.

without a high initial CapEx.

OEMs will need to upskill their engineers

biophysicists. There will also likely be a need

in sustainable design. The most important

for mechanical engineers and machine

skills that employees should be trained

design specialists that can further develop

in to be successful in transitioning into a

the design and capabilities of the machines

more sustainable approach are soft skills.

to minimize waste, consume less energy and

It is both a cultural and a mindset change

limit process emissions.

Enquire about sponsorship opportunities

management. Below are some of the critical

It seems clear that AM has the opportunity to

soft skills employees must be trained in:

lead the global manufacturing market as a

Have an interesting story to share and want to reach a

Creativity: Finding new applications for

sustainable production technology.

that needs to be encouraged and guided by

◆

broad network of professionals? Let’s talk.

Get in touch

Mapping

Creative ways AM is
used for sustainability
3D printing is a versatile technology, so it is no
wonder that people around the world are using
it for good. Here are some ecological projects
enabled by AM that we love.

The MIT Mediated Matter Lab is pushing the boundaries of eco-friendly, biodegradable 3D printing materials. 14

Repurposing plastic waste

and installations in Amsterdam and
Thessaloniki using plastic household waste.

Plastic pollution and waste is a huge

Another notable project, launched by Plastic

problem around the globe, and virtually

Bank, seeks to transform plastic waste

every type of ecosystem has been impacted

that would otherwise end up in the ocean

by it. And though a small fix to a bigger

into currency for developing communities.

problem, today there are a number of

The plastic material could be transformed

initiatives aimed at taking plastic waste and

into usable products using 3D printing,

repurposing it into 3D printable materials—

lengthening the life-cycle of the material.

effectively creating a circular economy for
some of the non-renewable polymers that

Preserving ecosystems

humans consume on a daily basis. One
project, spearheaded by Rotterdam-based

While it is rare to hear good news about the

design studio The New Raw, has collected

state of coral reefs these days, 3D printing

abandoned synthetic fishing nets in Greece

technologies have offered a small glimmer

and repurposed them into a series of 3D

of hope. Several initiatives are now exploring

printed seashells and household items. The

the use of 3D printing to create coral-inspired

group has also 3D printed public furniture

structures that can be placed in aquatic
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“Several initiatives are now exploring the
use of 3D printing to create coral-inspired
structures for aquatic environments”

environments to encourage the growth of

enables the intricate structure of coral to be

natural coral and sustain the underwater

artificially replicated. Even more recently, a

species that depend on it for protection. In

research team from Cambridge University

2018, the world’s largest 3D printed coral reef

and the University of California San Diego

was submerged at Summer Island Maldives,

has demonstrated the ability to 3D bioprint

a vacation resort on the Indian Ocean nation.

coral-like structures that are capable of

The 3D printed structure was created by

growing microscopic algae.

A 3D printed structure being built as part of the Mud Frontiers project by Emerging Objects. 16

the Reef Design Lab, a Melbourne-based
organization that has spearheaded many of

Localized construction

the 3D printed coral efforts we’ve covered.
The reef itself consists of hundreds of

While 3D printing could eventually help

ceramic and concrete modules (made from

the construction industry on the whole

3D printed molds), which are designed to

to become more sustainable, we want

look and feel like real coral. In this work,

to highlight a couple of projects that are

Mud Frontiers, is Emerging Objects’ latest

carbonate, which are combined with high

3D printing has proved critical because it

happening today which embody the eco-

exploration of using indigenous natural

spatial resolutions to create highly tunable,

friendly approach AM could unlock. Italian

materials for construction and design.

biodegradable composites. The materials
have been used to produce installations,

3D printing company WASP has been at
In 2018, the world’s largest coral reef made using
3D printing was submerged at the Summer Island
Maldives resort. 15

the forefront of sustainable 3D printed

Ephemeral biomaterials

ephemeral and are programmed to degrade

construction with its TECLA project, being
built just outside of Bologna.

including Aguahoja I and II, which are

Though much of the work in biodegradable

in water.

3D printing materials is taking place on the
The project consists of building a sustainable

research front, it is a fascinating area with lots

On another front, a researcher from the

habitat using the Crane WASP 3D printer

of potential.

University of Toronto made headlines earlier
this year for successfully transforming used

and local materials, which are reusable and
recyclable. The project, which was slated for

Unsurprisingly, MIT’s Mediated Matter

cooking oil from McDonald’s into a high-

completion this year, aims to demonstrate

laboratory is behind some of the boundary-

resolution and biodegradable 3D printing

the potential of adapting local materials like

pushing work in materials, as it is developing

resin. Of course, we’d be remiss if we didn’t

clay into printable construction materials.

a technology for 3D printing water-based

mention the fact that several 3D printing

California-based design studio Emerging

biopolymer composites. The biopolymer

materials companies are focusing on the

Objects has undertaken a project in a similar

composite materials are based on naturally

creation of more sustainable products either

vein, 3D printing a series of huts made from

derived and abundant materials, including

made from industrial byproducts or that are

mud-based materials. The project, called

cellulose, chitosan, pectin and calcium

able to be recycled. ◆
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